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Written work submitted or other purpose of supervision

• To discuss prologue, Developing a Research Character
• To discuss potential examiners

Brief comments on written work

Prologue: Developing a Research Character

• The prologue is a form that traditionally gives the reader privileged access to the author, but this prologue
asks the reader to question the author’s choice of character, changing the nature of the intimacy offered. In
a way, asking Stephen to read this puts him in a particularly odd position, because the text asks the reader
to suspend their temptation to settle into an ‘appropriate’ reader-role; whereas Stephen must stick to his
role as a supervisor. Stephen suggests that it might be particularly useful to submit the prologue as the text
for discussion in my upcoming Annual Review panel, so that it can be tested as a framing device on
readers who don’t have a direct relationship to me. We would be looking to see if the text is successful at
staging an atmosphere of ‘suspending the assumption of a character for both author and reader’ or
promoting the author’s and reader’s ‘infidelity to character’, and if the text was successful at estranging
conventions of authorial voice in PhD theses.

• We discussed how a prologue has the special task of establishing ‘atmosphere’. Anecdotes are useful for
establishing atmosphere, because, as Stephen pointed out, ‘anecdotes hold a much larger thing in
miniature’.

• Stephen asked: what is the prologue to a performance? Which I think has become pertinent to me ever
since, in my Introspective Performance experiments, I noticed that I entered a state of ‘initialising character’
as soon as I had made a decision to get up, get recording equipment together, and set up a performance.
My character was already changing in those preparatory moments, though it seems impossible to capture
these moments on video; it is always too late. Such preparatory moments were the prologue to
performance, and had a similar function to a storyteller uttering ‘Once upon a time’ before beginning a
story. Both a prologue and a character are framing devices.



• Through atmosphere, the prologue also aims to ‘cast a spell’ or place an invocation on the reader, to
remain vigilant and observant of the movement of their own character whilst encountering the thesis. This is
a response to feedback from my upgrade exam, where examiners highlighted the thesis providing an
opportunity for reflection on character as potentially the main contribution of the project.

Topics discussed in supervision:

In our discussion of the prologue as a framing device, Stephen offered the following further references:

• Gottfried Böhm on atmosphere as theatrical / a framing device
• Heidegger on mood
• (Phenomenological epoché, establishing a frame and then analysing from within it)
• Marxist interpolation (on the subject of making space for someone to then occupy it)
• Visual Pleasure in Narrative Cinema - Laura Mulvey (screen theory)
• Carey Young’s ‘speaker’s corner’ works
• Warhol - Inner and Outer Space video work featuring Edie Sedgwick
• Parisian shop windows (e.g. 1979 Pierre Cardet, Nina Ricci…) and how the doubling of mannequins
evoked a similar aesthetic to the doubling/mirroring/feedback of early video art in the 70s/80s.
• Jack Smith: ‘you don’t have acting, you have character’

We also agreed to submit the prologue as the written part of the annual review submission.

And I shared my list of potential examiners, to be then taken to Grace, Nina and Edgar for further advice.

Research Progress (issues relating to the thesis)

Since the last supervision, I have:

• Drafted a conclusion, containing the ‘contribution to knowledge’ (ca. 2500 words)

• Begun writing a chapter, Classes of Character and a Politics of Inner Self (ca. 2000 words)

• Begun a new series of performance experiments provisionally called ‘Hypothesis 2 Performance
Experiments’. These are 10 recordings, of which I have made 4 so far. They are focused on testing my
second hypothesis: ‘character is the shape of what is thinkable to a human being for as long as it is
adopted’. In each recording, lasting about an hour, I focus my attention on inhabiting a character, and let
the story emerge out of that inhabitation. I refrain from breaking my focus on character inhabitation to
‘master’ or ‘control’ the crafting of the story I tell. I do not review the recordings until all 10 are finished.

Research Training and Professional Development: (review of training needs, relevant conferences,
funding, presentations and publication)

● I am planning to propose a presentation for an upcoming Teaching and Learning conference at the
Glasgow School of Art. The presentation would be about Teaching Originality in the Age of Machine
Learning. It would look at recent insights from AI research and evolutionary theory about creativity
and origination as a process, and consider using these to inform methods for teaching art students
in HE.

Action agreed for next supervision

● Katarina to email Stephen and Grace with the list of examiners.
● Katarina to finish writing the chapter: Classes of Character and a Politics of Inner Self.



● Katarina to finish the ‘Hypothesis 2 performance experiments’ and write them up.
● Stephen to talk with Nina and Edgar about the next stage of organising examination.

Date of next supervision (if more than two months from now, briefly explain)

The next supervision will probably be shortly after the annual review panel in early May
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